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ABSTRACT

A breeding value evaluation xnethod that corrects for phenotyPic

heterogeneous variances is presented. The nethod !s conputationally sinple
and feasible for large scale data sets. It involves iteration on the conmon

aninal model equations corrected for heterogeneity and estination of
heterogeneity factors from a set of mixed nodel equations.

Variance correction factors are deternined with full account of fixed
effects, e.g., breeds, which can increase r.ri.thln herd- year - parity
variances. Further, they account for all selection, which rnainly affects
variances of records of lacer Daritles.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies indicate heterogeneity of within herd variances of rnilk
producrion data (Everert et al,, 1982; HilI et al., 1983; Lofgren et al.,
1985; Meinerc et al., 1988). Breeding walue evaluation methods that account
for this heterogeneity of wari.ances seen therefore pertinent. Although not
accounting for heterogeneity of varlances decreases rates of genetic gain
only rnarginally (Meuwissen and Van der llerf, 1-993), a slmple correction
method reduced biases of breeding values by about 251 (Van der lrlerf et al.,
1994).

HiIl (1984) suggested scaling of records by a posterior estixnate of the
phenot)pic varlance, which involved regression of the escimated standard
deviation torrrards a nean value. This scaling with phenotypic variances
assumed honogeneity of heritability. A sinilar procedure could be applied
to account for heterogeneity of heritability, but sampJ-lng errors of
estinates of lrlthin herd heritability are so large that regressed estlmates
will differ little fron the nean herirabiliry (Visscher and Hill , L992).
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l,'Iiggans and VanRaden (1991) inplenented a heterogeneity of variance

correction in the US dairy cattle breeding value evaluation system' Because

of the large size of the data set, Phenot)Pic variances were sinply

estinated by: (y1'y1- ( l ' y )z /n) / (ntL) , where yi - vector of records in

herd-year-parity i, 1- vector of ones, and ni - nunber of records. These

estimates were regressed towards a year - region- parity nean, where also

infornation of adj acent years of the herd were used. They neglected

variance due to breeds (or Phantoxn groups), covari.ances due to genetic

relationships and variance reduction due to selection.
If the estination of within herd-year - parlty varlances neglects breed

effects, these will inflate the estiloate of the variance. subsequent

correction for heterogeneous variances will' thus unjustly reduce

differences between breeds. Hence, superior breeds will be underescimated

and inferior ones owerestimated. This results in reduced selection of

animals from superior breeds, lthich may decrease rates of gain

substanti.ally.
A substantial proPortlon of the cows w111 be cu1led on first lactation

records, such lhat cows with later lactations will show reduced variance '

Hence, in herd- years -parity classes of later Parities, variances are

expected to be reduced by selection' Holrever, sinple methods, that correcc

for heterogeneity, wiII inflate the variance wichin later herd-year-

parities to that of unselected records ' Accounting for variance reduction

due to selecti.on seens therefore pertlnent,

The aim of this paper is to present a heterogeneity of PhenotlPic

variances correction method, that accounts for breed or geneti'c SrouP

effects and variance reduction due to selection, and chat can be

inplernented in large scale breeding value evaluation x0ethods. l/le intend to

imDlement the nethod in the Dutch breeding walue evaluation sysEen'

METHODS

Models

The data are modeled for herd- year - Par ity i by:

yi - (Xlb + Zit + e1) exP (,1'Y1) t11
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where : b - fixed effect vector (genetic groups and herd-year-seasons); u -
vector of breeding values; et - vector of envirorunental effects; X1 and 21

are design natrices for fixed effects and breeding values within herd-year-

Parity i. Var(u) - Ao.2, whexe A ls the additive Senetic relationship
macrix and o"2 is the additive genetic variance. Var(ei) - Io.2, where o.2 -
the residual variance. The values of o"2 arrd o"2 are assumed known, which

inplies a constant heritability across herd- year -parities .

The fixed plus randorn effects rrithin herd -year - patity i are scaled by a

factor exp(ll"yi) to obtain the records, which resembles the nultiplicative
rnixed model of Kach.uan and Everett (1993). The vari.ance of a record in
herd- year - parity i is (o.2+o.2'1*s7p7r1). The exponential of 1, is caken to
ensure that this variance is positive for every estimate of -ti.

Furthermore, variances of estinales of variance tend to increase with their
size, i.e. l'lar (b\ - 2o4/(n-L), where n - the nurnber of records. A log
transfornation renders this variance approxirnatel-y constant: Var(ln(d2)) =
2/(n-I). Hence, 1n(d2; : ln(exp(-y1)) - -/r has approxinarely constanr error
variance, which is desirable when ,y, analysed by a statistical model.

The following linear nodel for 11 is assumed:

'Yr - SrF,

where p - vector with effects on ?i; Sr, - design vector.
In the follorying section, the effects p are assu.ned flxed for sinplicity.

After this, it will be lndicated chat p should be analyzed as random and

the analysis will be extended to random t. The actual effects that are
involved in p are not important for the fixed p section and will be

explained in the section wi-th randon f,

Estimation of 1i with fixed d

The derivation of the estiuators of ,ys follows that of Foulley
(1992) and San Cristobal eL aI. (1993). We nant to naxinize rhe
likelihood of the data for p:

fn p(y,ulF) - const - riEniSip - rr)e1,ei,

where const does not depend on F, er. - yrexp(-LS1F) - X1b - Zru)
nr - the nr:mber of records in herd -year -parity i, and sunmation
herd- year - paritles - The derivative of [2] to p is:
-t:nrsr + l>yr'eiexp(-LS1F)S1 - ESlz1 - Sz,

et al.
rog

t2)
(see [1]),
is over

t3l
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where zi = [yi'erexp(-lrStp)-nt)/2. Since, e and, equivalently, u are

unknown, we have to take expectations over uly,p of [3] to obtain the

derivative of ln p(ylp) (see Foulley et al., 1992):

d rn p(ylF) /dp'sa, t4l
where 21 - [y1'01exp ( -kSrF) -ni ]/2 .

In order to apply the Newton-Raphson algorithrn to find the xnaxixnum of the

likelihood, we need to take second derlvatives of [3]:
a2 tn p(y,ulF) /d?z - -rry1'y1exp(-s1f)sr'sr + kyl ' (xlb+zlu) exp ( - rrsf )51's1

- s'!Ils, t5l
where [I1 - diag(kyl'(Xtb+Ztu)exp(-kS1F)-lry1'y1exp(-srf)]. The derivative of

[4] is (Foulley et al. , 1992):

d2 ln p(ylp) /dpz - E..lr,e(d2 tn p(y,ulF) /dlz) + varo;r,p(d ln p(y,ulp) ,/dF )

_ s,frs + S'02s - _s''ds,

where S1 - diag{ }rys' (Xt6+Z.O) exp ( -rrS1p) - Lyl'ylexp ( - SrF) }

fi, : dlagl\y i' TicTr'yiexp(-srr) ),
wlth Ti - lXi'ZL' l' and C - the inverse of the coefficient matrix of the

animal model equations (see [7]); and O - -(91 + O2), which is diagonal.

Note that the term CT1'y1 equals the solution of the anixnal nodel equations

if only data of herd-year - parity i are available. In large data sets with
many herd- year - parities , coxnputation of every CTt'yt nay not be feasible,
but it can be approxinated by ignoring genetic relationships across herds.

T'he Nelrton-Raphson algorithn becones now:

s'fsptcru - S'(z + 0Sptrt;, 16l

wbere q denotes the iteration number. Note that eguations [5] are similar
to generalized linear nodel equations. Each iteracion on [5] requires

solutions of b and u of the animal nodel equations:

r-
I x'x x'z
I z.x z,z
t_

where yc - y exp(-t':StPtel).

In this section, all effects on 'yt, i'e' F, were assumed fixed. But,

since herd- year -parities may be snall, there nay be little lnforxnation on

P, in particular, if the rnodel is 'Yi - 9r, i.". there is a flxed effect for
every'yi. More reliable estixoates of p can be obtained by regressing ewery

1, back to a xnean, i.e. p is assumed randoro (Hill, L984). Further ' by

irnposing a correlation structure on the random effects p, infornation on

1.7 I

r- --'l

lx'v" I- lz'vJ
I.- J

-1 r- --'t

I 16l
+lA-1 | l0 |

Jt-J
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adjacent herd -year - parity classes could increase the accuracy of the

eslimate of Bi. Thls correlation struccure will be funposed by a

autoregresslve nodel, as explalned in the next section.

An autoregressive uodel for rt with random d

Our derivation is again similar to that of Foulley et aI. (L992) and San

Cristobal et al. (1993), which used a Bayesian approach. p contains fixed
effects dr, i.e. the nean lowards the ?t ale regressed, and randorn effects

Fz, i.e. the individual effect of herd-year - parity i on 'y1. As fixed
effects on 'tl r.re have chosen che overal mean and the regression factor of
-yi on the average production level in herd-year - parity i, whlcb adds up to
the nean conards 'ya is regressed. There is one random effecx Bz! for every

'yi. Henee,

7i : Srrpr + Szt{z ,

where S11 - [1, prl, with p1 - mean productlon of herd- year - parity i; and

S21 - has a one at posltion i and zeros elsewhere.

Herd- year -parity effects are assured to be correlated within herd-
paricies according to an autoregressive nodel, i.e., if a herd-parity
contains 4 herd-year -parities , the variance of the herd -year -parity effects
pertaining to that herd is (Llade and Quaas, 1-993):

on*" o r
I

--1

-2 ^3

vhere a - ttr" .or].:-.tlon betr.reen irrr..,r.r',.. years lrithin a herd. 
".. 

,i 

t I

denote the block dlagonal vari-ance - covariance of ":-f fr.aa- year - parity
effects, r.rhich contains a block as [8] for each herd-parity.

Since the variance of the herd-year -pari ty effects is finite, thele is a

prior distribution for these effects. As ne shall see lacer, only the first
two monents of this prior dlstribution will enter the estimating equations,

hence, we may use the nornal distribution as a prior:
ln p(F) - const - \p'^F, t9l
lrhere A - 18 9-r1. The inverse of H is easily obtained from llade and Quaas
(1993).

A Bayesian approach maxlmizes the log of the poscerior density, which 1s

the sum of [2j and [9]. The derivative of [9] to p ts: -Ap, and the

1a
al
-z
^3 -2
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derivative of the log posterior density is thus: Sz - AP. The second

derivative of [9] to p ls -,.r, hence, the second derivative of the log

posterior density is: -S'fS - A. The Newton-Raphson algorithn becones now:

lS'fS + /\l (prs+rl-plsl) - S'z - Mtql , lr0l

which replaces [6]. These equations [10] are used 1n combination with [7]
to obtain estimates of breeding values u, which are from [7].

Note that [10] resenbles a mixed nodel, with E being the variance of the

fixed effects. Hence, estiEation of breeding values requires iteration on

the conmon anirnal model ltiLh correction for heterogeneity [7] and a mixed

model for the estimation heterogeity factors [10]. The estirnatlon of the

paraneters of the auco-regressive node1, a and a6*2, can be escimated as

wade et al. (1993).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

lihe nulciplicative mixed xnodel that was used here was ProPosed by Kachman

and Everett (1993). Mostly, heterogeneity of variance nodels only scale the

randorn effects ( anj-nal and error), but fixed effects are also scaled in
nultiplicative models, Fixed effects that are across homogeneous variance

classes, e.g., breed effects, rtill have a differenE effect depending on the

estinate of the scaling factor. Hence, an assumption underlying these

nultiplicative models is that the best breed performs better in the nore

variable berd.

The presen! urodel differs only slightly from that of Kacbman and Everett

(1993). They roodeled the scaling factor directly instead of 11 and used an

inverted chi-squared Prior distribution for the scaling factors' T'hese

slight di-fferences resulted in equatlons that did not resemble nixed nodel

equations and seemed nore conplieaced.

The computationally uost demandtng steP ls the calculation of breedlng

values for each herd-year - Parity given the data of that herd- year - Parity:
CTi'yi. Strictly, this should account for all Eenetic relationships '

Fortunacely, only breeding values for the animals within herd- year - parlty i

are needed, since the tern yr'Ti in y1'TiCT1'y1 has only non-zero elements

for these aninals. The latter is in contrast with the xnethod of Everett and

Kactrnan (1993), whi-ch needs these breeding walue estinates for a].1 aninals.
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NeglecLion of more distant Senetic relationships, e.g., those across herds,

results probably in minor biases of phenotyPic variances, because the

product of the heritability and the genetic relationship will be small'

Therefore, we will implement an Cl, that accounts for relationshiPs within
a herd, including those through che sires of the cows in thac herd, buc

nore distant relacionships will be neglected.

Weigel and Gianola (1-993) propose a conPutationally sirople Bayesian

nethod, which could be applied to national evaluations. But, as in the

approaeh of Wiggans and VanRaden (1991), herd- year - parities are assruted

independent. Problems with breed effects across herd-year -Paritie s and

variance reductions due to selectsion are ignored.

A nodel that corrects for phenot)ryi.c heterogeneity of variances is
presented. I.Ihen covariances due co distant genetic relationships are

neglected in estimacing within herd- year -parity variances, the uodel could

be included in natlonal breeding value estimation procedures. The nain
advantages of the presented nodel are that estimates of nithln herd-year-

parity variances account for genetic group effects and are corrected for
wariance reductions due to selection. The derivati.on of the nethod followed

Bayesian ideas, but the resulting sets of rnixed model equatlons [7] and

[10] suggests that a frequentists interpretation is possible (see Gianola

et al. , 1992 ) .
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